UTR7.272 - THE GRAHAM TRELOAR FELLOWSHIP

Recitals-

A. In 2008 and subsequently, the University conducted a public appeal in memory of the late Associate Professor Graham Treloar, who died on 2 June 2008, to commemorate his role within the faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning (‘faculty’), particularly as an influential mentor to many young researchers. The appeal was to establish an endowment fund for The Graham Treloar Fellowship, and the appeal brochure provided as follows

‘...The Fellowship will support an early career researcher from the Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning to develop their research career in their chosen specialty….to help us endow it in perpetuity, we invite colleagues and friends to provide support…’.

B. Associate Professor Graham Treloar was an internationally- renowned researcher in the field of embodied energy. In this, he developed a robust model for life- cycle analysis of materials in construction and later in embodied water consumption. His work is appreciated around the world and has global impact as it will continue to play a fundamental role in understanding the effect of design decisions. Associate Professor Treloar played a key role in the faculty as grant shepherd, whereby he assisted in the development and refinement of research grant applications.

C. Associate Professor Treloar died on 2 June 2008.

D. At 16 March 2011, friends and colleagues of Associate Professor Treloar (‘donors’) had donated the sum of $38,742.33 to the appeal (‘donations’), and further sums may be donated to the appeal from time to time.

E. The University accepted the donations upon the trusts specified by the donors, and the donations therefore became the capital subject to those trusts (‘capital sum’).

F. This University trust record is the means by which the University records-

(1) the trusts specified by the donors upon which the University as trustee holds trust property, including the capital sum; and

(2) the administrative arrangements for the implementation of those trusts, as determined by the University from time to time.

It is provided as follows-

Name of the fund

1. The capital sum, all income arising from the capital sum, and any accumulations and additions thereto together form a fund called ‘The Graham Treloar Fellowship Fund’ (‘fund’).

Investment of the fund

2. The fund is to be paid into one or more investment common funds and remain there until Council directs otherwise.
Trust terms

3. As trustee of the fund, the University is obliged by the trusts specified by the donors ('trust terms')-

(1) to establish a perpetual trust;
(2) to name the fellowship ‘The Graham Treloar Fellowship’; and
(3) to award the fellowship to an early career researcher in the faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning (‘faculty’), to support the development of their research career in their chosen specialty.

Administrative arrangements

4. Until its further determination, and in order to implement the trust terms, the University has determined-

(1) to apply the income of the fund to assist an early career researcher in the faculty to develop their research career;
(2) to provide that the dean of the faculty is to determine each year the manner and amount of expenditure from the income of the fund; and
(3) to provide that the manner in which the income can be applied includes, but is not limited to, purchase of equipment, conference attendance including travel, research project grants and remuneration.

5. The dean of the faculty is authorised to apply the income of the fund in accordance with this University trust record on behalf of the University.”
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